
Dear All, 

Please find below some of the recent informative research reports / articles on India’s 
Economic / Market Outlook for 2018. Hope you find the same useful. 

   

1.  India Strategy 2018 - IIFL Institutional Equities. 

2.  India’s 2018 Economic Outlook – Motilal Oswal Report. 

3.  India’s Strategy (2018 Outlook) – ICICI Securities. 

4.  India Themes 2018 – CLSA. 

5. 18 Stocks for 2018 – JM Financial.     

  

 India Strategy 2018 - IIFL Institutional Equities 

2018 will be a year of contrast. On one hand growth will accelerate as the economy 
recovers from the twin shocks of demonetisation and GST transition. However, macro 
stability will worsen slightly as both inflation and CAD will inch up and fiscal 
consolidation will take a pause. Earnings growth will accelerate to mid-teens but will still 
miss the 20% + consensus estimate. High valuations, even adjusted for depressed 
profit cycle, will limit market returns to earnings growth at best.  

Earnings growth to improve, but valuations a big challenge: Higher economic growth and rising commodity prices are a favourable 
backdrop for corporate earnings. After many years of single-digit growth, corporate earnings will grow in mid-teens in FY19. 
However, valuations, which are two standard deviations above average, more than reflect the earnings recovery. Equity 
market returns will at best mirror the earnings growth. 

Portfolio strategy – bottom-up focus: Given the backdrop of improving earnings delivery and high valuations, this year it is less 
a sector-specific and more a bottom-up, stock-focused portfolio strategy. Investors should overweight stocks with high medium-
term earnings visibility, which will offset the valuation risks they take. 

 



  

Click on the below link to read the detailed report. 

IIFL - Strategy - 20180102 

  

India’s 2018 Economic Outlook – Motilal Oswal Report. 

2017 was a remarkable year in many ways. Retail inflation was the lowest in almost four 
decades, the Indian Rupee (INR) strengthened against the US Dollar (USD) for the first 
time in seven years, and the path-breaking Goods & services tax (GST) finally became 
a reality. However, as the year ends, concerns about fiscal deficit target, economic 
recovery and inflation uptick have started to emerge.  Against this backdrop, the 
research report has down the forecasts for the next two years. It is believed that while 
real GDP growth will remain sub-7% for the second consecutive year, the Reserve Bank 
of India (RBI) will likely choose to look through low base-driven high inflation and the 

https://www.iiflcap.com/researchpack/ResearchDownload.aspx?Pid=%2bW4zbQ58fpo%3d&Cid=k0BnY4dya24%3d&fName=mVMas8RiM5wxUnXCh8nNRSaXhp43ChCZkPhGAkpNEpQ%3d&typ=APSSeVhmQ%2b8%3d%5e6355


INR may weaken only mildly against the USD. Fiscal profligacy, crude oil prices and an 
uncertain global economic recovery, however, are the key risks to the forecasts. 

  

India’s Strategy (2018 Outlook) – ICICI Securities. 

 Equities top cross asset-class performance in CY17, which will result in continued flows 
from domestic investors in CY18: Equities trounced all other asset-class performance in 
CY17 (large-caps > 29%; midcaps > 46%; small-caps > 54%; gold (5%), bonds (4.3%) 
and real estate (4.5% upto Sept’17)) and will reinforce the trend of rising flows of Indian 
household savings towards equities (CY17 DII flows was US $14bn).  Amongst global 
peers, India was one of the top performing equity market in CY17 despite volatile but 
overall positive FPI flows (US$ 7.7 bn). Positive earnings growth surprise unlikely as 
hurdle rate is high in CY18: Unlike the beginning of CY2017, which began with high 
uncertainty on growth outlook in the aftermath of demonetisation, CY18 is starting off on 
a relatively optimistic note and higher sense of certainty post the implementation of 
GST, sovereign rating upgrade by Moody’s, and signs of growth revival post Q2FY18 
corporate earnings. The swing in outlook from uncertainty to one of optimism on growth 
outlook during CY17 resulted in the stellar CY17 performance of Indian stocks which is 
missing in CY18. 

  

 India Themes 2018 – CLSA. 

Despite significant domestic flows, India only just performed in line with emerging-
market peers as foreign investors lowered their 2017 weighting for the country due to 
expensive valuations, downward EPS revisions and better alternatives elsewhere. We 
expect the earnings trajectory to improve meaningfully this year with disruptive changes 
like demonetisation and GST implementation behind us and as a solid foundation for 
long-term improvement in economic growth rates and corporate profitability has been 
laid. Large equity raisings and bank recapitalisation should help accelerate a cyclical 
recovery. Fiscal concerns and politics are key risks in 2018. 



 

  
 

18 Stocks for 2018 – JM Financial. 

After a spectacular rally in 2017 , 2018 is expected to be marked by heightened volatility 
as several factors such as a) Rate hike by US Fed along with quantitative tightening b) 
Brexit developments , c) Higher crude prices . For India , earnings recovery has been 
slower than expected with Nifty PAT growth in 1h F Y18 clocking growth of just 2.1% 
leaving high ask for 2H FY 18 even as consensus retain ~20%YoY growth for FY19E 
.Valuations at current juncture appears rich however despite deteriorating return matrix 
India Inc’s ROE are still higher than most of its peers . It is believed that pace needs to 
quicken in resolution of non - performing - loans , revival in power sector , substantial 
job creation and to top it , a busy calendar over next 15 months could delay a broad 
based recovery in capex to beyond 2018. However , rural capex , government push on 
affordable housing , unorganised to organised shift , revival in steel capex , are still 
likely to play out in 2018 itself. While that provides the macro backdrop , a 18% earnings 
estimate CAGR for the broader markets over next 2 years and other market indicators 
(Market PE , Yield gap) reflect that view and even though the research report is not 
looking at any meaningful earnings downgrades here, it is likely that the year 2018 
would end with moderate gains on Index . Bottom up approach is subscribed and 18 
stocks are recommended for Investment for the year 2018. 



 

 
 

 


